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Abstract
The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) provides the conceptual framework for semantically describing web services and their specific properties. Based on WSMO, the Web Service Modeling Language
(WSML) implements this conceptual framework in a formal language
for annotating web services with semantic information.
In this document we present and discuss how (semantic) descriptions
of web services based on WSMO and WSML can be exploited for the
dynamic discovery i.e. location of suitable services to fulfill a given
objective.
In order to cover the complete range of scenarios that can appear in
practical applications, several approaches to achieve the automation of
the discovery process are presented and discussed. They require different levels of semantics in the description of web services and requests,
and have different complexity and precision.
WSMO, WSML, and the approaches for discovery presented in this
paper constitute the necessary infrastructure to achieve the automatic
location of web services in different scenarios, ranging from natural
language descriptions of web services and requests to precise logical
definitions of the web services functionality and the requester objectives.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation
The World Wide Web (WWW) has been invented in 1989 by Tim BernersLee [BLFD99] and since then changed the way people gather and access knowledge in everyday life. At its invention, nobody was able to foresee the effects
and influences of this new promising technology. In fact, the WWW can be
considered as one of the most influential technologies that has been invented in
the 20th century.
Nowadays, the World Wide Web is certainly the biggest information repository, containing a huge amount of knowledge. But the major bottleneck when
it comes to exploiting this information is how to find the required knowledge:
the Web is still a mainly syntactically-driven information repository, where information is represented in form of web pages that actually fail to capture the
semantics of their contents. As a consequence, the content of the pages is not
easily accessible by computers but instead exclusively intended for human consumption. Given the size and the rapid growth of the WWW, this approach
does not scale up.
This has led to significant research on the so-called Semantic Web [BLHL01,
DFvH03, FHLW03], that aims at enabling computerized agents to easily gather
information in the Web and exploit this knowledge on behalf of their human
clients by enriching information in the WWW with machine-processable semantics.
From Web Services to Semantic Web Services. Web services add a new
level of functionality on the current Web. Whereas at the moment the Web
is mainly constituted by simple documents (static and dynamic web pages),
in the future the Web might become a repository of electronic (web) services.
Each service represents a computational entity that can be accessed and invoked
over the Internet. Thus, the Web might become a huge, distributed and shared
computational device.
Recently, web services have gained more and more interest in industry as well
as among academics. This is due to what they promise: a uniform infrastructure
for accessing software-systems over the Internet, which can be used for integration of legacy systems, even across enterprise boundaries. Nonetheless, though
web service simplify enterprise application integration, the technologies around
web services – namely SOAP [W3C03], WSDL [CCMW01] and UDDI [BCE+ 02]
– do not solve the integration problem by themselves. As the Web itself, current integration technologies are exclusively syntactical means that lack explicit,
machine-understandable semantics.
Moreover, given the growing industrial interest in web services, the development and publication of a huge amount of web services for solving various
tasks can be expected in the near future. Hence, the same bottleneck as for
the conventional WWW arises: How can we find a web service that solves a
problem at hand? SOAP, WSDL and UDDI are not sufficient for answering
this question. Again, machine-processable semantics for web services is needed
in order to ensure access of web services for agents without human interaction.
Adding semantics to web services is the main prerequisite for an approach to
scale.
This semantically enriched web services are called Semantic Web Services.
In a sense, we can use the following equation to summarize the relationship
between web services and semantic web services:
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Semantic Web Service = Web Service + Semantic Annotation
And what do we do with all that Semantics? The major benefit of any form
of specification is that by explicitly documenting what an artifact actually does,
it becomes a lot easier for humans (who do not know that artifact before) to
comprehend what a given artifact can be actually used for.
Clearly, with a formal representation of any specification, the purpose and
use of an artifact becomes more precise and eventually accessible for computerized agents. Knowledge about the capabilities of single objects can be exploited
for combining these objects to systems which solve more complex problems than
each of their elements themselves.
Each software system is build for some purpose: to solve a specific welldefined problem of a client or organization. Software architectures themselves
are the conceptual means for describing how the functionality of a system is
provided and how the given requirements are actually satisfied. In this sense
software architectures [GS96, BCK03] bridge the gap between the user requirements and the level of computational units that provide some well-defined functionality and interact and communicated with each other.
In a world of rapidly changing requirements and incomplete knowledge (such
as the Semantic Web with its open and heterogeneous user community), the
problems to be solved most likely occur rather ad-hoc and cannot be foreseen
in detail. In this case, the complete construction of a system that solves the
problem at hand, in general cannot be done in advance, but has to be done
on the fly instead. Thus, software-systems composed by services in the Web
constitute a particularly interesting and challenging problem for the theory and
practice of software architecture: how to dynamically construct systems out of
existing ones in a goal-driven way.
For this purpose, computerized agents as well as human software engineers
need support for reasoning about semantic web service descriptions in order
to effectively utilize semantic annotations for the system creation task and its
subtasks: discovery, composition, configuration, execution and monitoring of
adequate computational components to build a required software system in a
dynamic way.

1.2

A comprehensive Overview on Semantic Web Service Discovery
In this document we focus on one of the afore mentioned tasks in the construction process, namely discovery of suitable computational components or
services, respectively.
What is Service Discovery? We want to start with an informal definition of
the notion service discovery in order to achieve a common understanding with
the reader. This interpretation of the notion will be used throughout the whole
document. Later on, we will provide an abstract model of service discovery in
WSMO and derive a precise (and partly formal definition) of service discovery
in WSMO.
Informally, we consider service discovery as the process of identifying possible candidates of services that can solve a client’s problem. According to this
definition the notion is inherently relative to several parameters:
(a) Some base set of services which has to be considered for the processing of a
discovery request, for instance the set of all services (or more precisely, the
set of all known services, where ,,known” could refer to being registered
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in some (specific) service registry or a set of service registries, or some
arbitrary fixed set of services which will be defined just before to the
processing of the discovery request starts1 .
(b) Some specification of the characteristics of the services to be searched for.
These specifications can include various kinds of information and apply
several different techniques for expressing this information, ranging from
simple keywords to precise formal descriptions of service properties:
Since it is reasonable to assume that someone is looking for service because
he eventually wants to use2 some (adequate) service in order to achieve
a well-defined goal, the most fundamental and important part of every
service description is concerned with the functionality provided by the
services. In WSMO, this part of a service description is called capability
of the service.
In regard to the service discovery, WSMO follows a goal-driven approach
where the user does not directly specify what functionality he is looking
for, but rather specifies the state of the world he wants to achieve with the
execution of some adequate service. Thus, a client specifies the required
service functionality only indirectly by means of the observable ,,effects”
of a service execution.
Of course, besides the functionality of a service, there are other characteristics as well which are relevant for a client and thus should be included in
the search request, most notably required non-functional properties of a
service (e.g. response times, levels of trust, availability etc.) and possible
user preferences.
(c) A definition of what services are considered as relevant wrt. to some discovery request. This definition has to be translatable into some algorithm
which exploits the available information. Relevance does not need to be a
crisp criterion (i.e does not need to judge true or false) but in general is
considered to be some fuzzy criterion, which takes discrete values in some
ordered domain.
In other word, we need to have a formal model for matching and degrees of
matching. The result of the discovery process can be decreasingly ordered
according to the degree of matching (but does not have to be).
For this purpose we consider two formal components in our discussion of
Service Discovery in this document: A matching notion (which identifies
relevant services for some service request) and a ranking function (which
determines the degree of relevance of the identified candidates).
An abstract Perspective on Service Discovery. Some of the abstract mathematical
model of Discovery from older versions!

Aspects of Service Discovery. Let us briefly overview all the aspects of service
discovery which are relevant when it comes to an actual realization of such a
system in form of a software. Figure 1 illustrates and summarizes our discussion in this paragraph. In our opinion, all the mentioned aspects have to be
investigated and the related problems have to be solved adequately in order to
build a useful and industrial-strength service retrieval system.
1 The latter situation in particular occurs when one considers discovery as a levelled filtering
process which happens in stages whereby the discovery component consists of a sequence or a
partial-order of filters which address particular aspects of a discovery request. We will come
back on this issue later on in this document.
2 Technically, this means to execute a service.
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Service discovery is some specific form of retrieval task where the search request as well as the items to be retrieved have particular properties and capture
relevant information in a specific manner. The approach to service discovery
that is to be proposed in this document clearly shares some commonalities with
classical Information Retrieval. Of course (and even luckily), there are a quite a
few differences as well. Getting an understanding about the relationship between
Service Discovery and Information Retrieval potentially opens the possibility to
find, transfer and reuse or adapt already well-understood techniques and perhaps even existing systems from an likewise old and well-investigated discipline.
For this reason, we believe that it makes perfect sense, to analyze and clarify
this relationship.
Our final goal is to build a concrete system which realizes Web Service Discovery based on the WSMO methodology. For any such system, it is needed
to develop a conceptual model of how the discovery process basically works,
which (conceptual) components are involved and what aspect of the process
these components actually address and realize. We call this conceptual model
an abstract Architecture of Service Discovery. In general, we can distinguish
components which are based on information about the single items that can be
retrieved (and the description of the items that have to be retrieved) without
explicit, formal semantics and component which actually take semantics of formal descriptions into account. The results of the former more or less implement
some sort of heuristics3 for identifying suitable candidates whereas the latter
components perform some processing of available explicit semantic descriptions
of the potential candidates and thus in general do not represent heuristics but
directed, tailored methods which can provide rather accurate results. Thus, the
first type of components will be called syntax-based components, whereas the
latter type of components will be called semantics-based.
For an actual approach, one has to define and design the single components
to be used for discovery. This includes to get a clear understanding of what
problem they address and solve and how this is achieved in detail.
Then, the single components have to be combined into an architecture which
realizes the overall discovery process. The interaction and interplay between the
single (conceptual) components has to be specified.
The abstract architecture has to be justified with respect to requirements
and assumptions that one expects for the concrete system. In particular, the
main design decision should be explained and the available options should be
discussed.
Next, using this architecture and its components one has to explain and fix
the precise semantics of the discovery process and its outcome. That means one
has to precisely specify how the result computed and how it can be interpreted
with respect to the information that has been put into the overall process.
In other words, we define the formal meaning of the model. In particular,
this involves to formally define how to detect possible solution candidates for
a service request (matching) and how to rate their relevance or importance
(ranking).
Eventually, after the conceptual architecture has been established and fixed,
one should do some evaluation and determine the major parameters and variation points which mainly affect and determine the performance of the systems
and the extent to what the user expectations are met. All the available parameters should be documented in order to allow adaption and optimization of
3 Even if this heuristics might be based on rather sophisticated techniques like natural
language processing methods etc.
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a concrete system that implements the architecture for a specific application
domain.
The process itself roughly describes a transformation from the concrete inputs
to the actual results that are computed when execution the process in a system.
Hence, we need to define what information has to be fed into the process as
input and what the process delivers in return as a result. In our case, we
need to define what semantic- and syntactic-based information is used in the
process and what information is included in a discovery request. A discovery
request at least will contain some form of description what the user wants to
achieve (the goal of the user) and perhaps some additional description on the
preferences that a user has. Moreover, a methodology of how to specify and
write down discovery requests and how to described services has to be defined.
The results that are delivered by the discovery process are essentially determined
abstract architecture and interpretable wrt. the formal meaning underlying the
architecture and the single components.
The single components in the architecture are often not implemented from
scratch but use different other external components to provide their intended
functionality. In our case, the information on the single elements on which
discovery is processed has to be stored in some form of registry or repository.
Semantic components are likely to use some form of reasoning and thus some
deduction system. Syntactic component could use external tools like index
servers and natural language processing components.
A discovery process is always based on the some data about the elements that
can be discovered as well as the specification of what should be retrieved. The
discovery process can only be as good as these fundamental ingredients of the
process and an actual system will only be widely accepted and used if it not only
performs well by is comprehensible and useable (that means ergonomic). Thus,
the development of adequate tools which support the different persons which
are involved in the process is crucial: On the one hand, a service provider needs
support to annotate its services and evaluate its descriptions. On the other
hand, the clients who are looking for a service have to be supported in every
possible way to conveniently express what they are looking for and to interpret
and process the results of a discovery process. Clearly, the retrieval component
is a essential core component of the retrieval system but all auxiliary tools are
as important in order to have a successful system.
If one is really serious with building a system, then he has to do extensive
evaluation of system characteristics and identify potential modifications of the
system parameters such that these characteristics get enhanced. The most important aspects here are the quality of the result as well as the performance
of the system. Clearly, one needs to find suitable measures for these aspects.
A command standard approach for measuring the quality of results of retrieval
systems for instance is precision and recall. Precision basically quantifies how
many of the retrieved objects are actually relevant whereas recall measures how
many of the relevant information are indeed being retrieved. During the last
decades a variety of additional and domain-specific quality measures for retrieval systems have been developed. For computing these measures one has
to do experiments or simulations. For these experiments one needs testbeds or
even standardized benchmarks. The design and creation of such a testbed or
benchmark is a non-trivial task which requires significant efforts.
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Figure 1: Relevant aspects of Service Discovery
In this document, we will mainly focus on the highlighted branches of the
Mindmap in Figure 1, namely the abstract model of service discovery, how to
annotate services and express goals, how to determine the result for a given discovery request and the discussion on the relationship between service discovery
in WSMO and Information Retrieval.

1.3

Goal of this Document
Different applications and users of a system for the dynamic discovery of
Web Services require and request different properties of the system and its
underlying conceptual methodology: On the one hand, it should be easy to
use and the data the system processes should be constructible with the least
possible effort (for both, service providers and requesters), on the other hand,
the system should provide reasonable performance (i.e. have high accuracy and
low response times) to be actually useful for particular applications.
In this document, we aim at defining a comprehensive and flexible approach
to service discovery in WSMO which integrates a variety of techniques with
rather different semantic foundation, precision and computational complexity.
Our final goal is to provide the foundation for a system which is adequate and
beneficial for a wide range of applications and users:
WSMO and WSML provide the means to precisely describe web services
functionality and requester goals using well-defined semantics, which is necessary to provide automation of web service discovery to any degree. However,
authoring detailed and precise descriptions can be considerably complex and
require a level of expertise in logics that might hamper their use in some real
applications. In addition, the inferencing support required when using such precise definitions can have a high computational complexity; if a large number of
web services is available for discovery, this can lead to unacceptable response
times. Therefore, in this document we also explore other approaches that require less complex descriptions of services and requests and that can provide
better response times when working with big repositories of web services.
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The single techniques that are discussed in Section 2 are particularly useful for
specific application scenarios and user. Considered as a comprehensive toolkit
for Service Discovery, the can be used to construct complete an usable support
for the discovery of web services in a wide range of scenarios. The choice of
one of these techniques or their possible combination (for example, in order to
reduce the number of services to be checked by the more complex but precise
approaches) will be driven by the concrete application the discovery support is
required for. Although the presented techniques operate at increasing levels of
complexity wrt. to the requirements on logical reasoning a strict layering is not
possible in general. Instead, the approaches are considered as being orthogonal
to each other to some extent.
The presented approach covers the needs and requirements of a various possible application and usage scenarios. It is considered as the WSMO reference
model for the dynamic location of WSMO/WSML-described web services that
fulfill a requester goal.

1.4

Overview of the Document
In Section 2 we present and discuss the different approaches that can be
useful for web service discovery in different scenarios. Finally, Section 3 draws
some conclusions and describes our future work.
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2

Principle Approaches to Web Service Discovery
In this section, we show and discuss the major approaches in a broad spectrum of techniques that can basically be used for discovering Web Services
according to some description of a discovery request. The reviewed approaches
mainly differ in their formal nature, the efforts for description of both, services
and discovery requests, the accuracy of results that can be achieved by following
them and the computation tractability and potential scalability.

2.1

Keyword-based Discovery
The keyword-based discovery is the first step in a complete framework for
Semantic Web Service discovery. By performing a keyword base search the huge
amount of available services can be filtered. Only the services retrieved in this
first step will be ”semantically checked” in the following steps of discovery. The
focus of WSMO discovery is not in keyword-based discovery but we consider
this kind of discovery a necessary step in a complete Semantic Web Service
discovery framework.
In a typical keyword-based scenario a keyword-based query engine is used
to discover services. A query, which is basically a set of keywords, is provided
as input to the query engine. The query engine match the keywords from to
query against the keywords used to describe the service. A query with the
same meaning can be formulated by using a synonyms dictionary, like WordNet 4 [Fel98]. The semantic of the query remains the same but because of the
different keywords used, synonyms of previous ones, more services that possible fulfill user request are found. Moreover, by using dictionaries like WordNet
as well as natural language processing techniques an increase of the semantic relevance of search results (wrt. to the search request) can principally be
achieved [RS95]; nonetheless, such techniques are inherently restricted by the
ambiguities of natural language and the lack of semantic understanding of natural language descriptions by algorithmic systems.
As a result, a list of services identifiers (URLs) is returned. The services
descriptions are stored in registries like UDDI registries. They are provided in
the terms of advertisements along with the keywords for categorization.

2.2

Discovery with (Simple) Semantic Annotations
Although keyword-based search is a widely used technique for information
retrieval, it does not use explicit, well-defined semantics. The keywords used to
retrieve relevant information do not have an explicit formalization and, therefore, do not allow inferencing to improve the search results.
For these reasons, as a second approach we consider the use of controlled
vocabularies with explicit, formal semantics. Ontologies, which offer a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [Gru93], can be used for this
purpose. They provide an explicit and shared terminology to describe web
services and requester goals, with an underlying logic formalization that enables
the use of inference services.
First, we are interested in describing with ontologies the functional aspects
of web services and requests and we look into existing proposals to do so. The
annotation of non-functional properties will be discussed later in this section.
4 The

WordNet homepage: http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/w̃n/
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In OWL-S, the profile of a service can be positioned in a hierarchy of profiles5 .
In the following we show an example of such hierarchy6 :
<owl:Class rdf:ID="E_Commerce">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1B/Profile.owl#Profile"/>
<rdfs:comment>Top level of an ontology of retail services;
it requires a product to sell and a transportation mode</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="merchandise">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#E_Commerce" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Product" />
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="deliveryMode">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#E_Commerce" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Transportation" />
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="BookSelling">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#E_Commerce" />
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#merchandise" />
<owl:minCardinality
rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#nonNegativeInteger">1</owl:minCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#merchandise" />
<owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#Book" />
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AirlineTicketing">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#E_Commerce" />
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#merchandise" />
<owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#CommercialAirlineTravel" />
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

In this example, the general class of services selling and delivering products
(e-commerce services) is specialized by the BookSelling class, which restricts
the products sold to books, and the AirlineTicketing class, which restricts the
products to commercial airline travels.
The classes of profiles defined in the above hierarchy, which characterize at
a high level the functionality of services, can be used to position a given service
in this hierarchy and to describe a user request. As the OWL definitions given
have a formal semantics, subsumption reasoning can be applied to e.g. get also
services that are more general than the kind of service requested.
In the METEOR-S project7 , WSDL descriptions are annotated with domain
ontologies. WSDL operations are associated to a concept in an ontology of
operations, and inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects of the operation are
annotated with domain ontologies. The example below shows such annotations
for a ticket booking service:
<wsdl:message name="OperationRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="tns1:TravelDetails"
LSDISExt:onto-concept="LSDISOnt:TicketInformation"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="OperationResponse">
<wsdl:part name="return" type="tns1:Confirmation"
5 http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1B/ProfileHierarchy.html
6 http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.1B/ProfileHierarchy.owl
7 http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/Projects/METEOR-S/
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LSDISExt:onto-concept="LSDISOnt:ConfirmationMessage"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType name="Travel">
<wsdl:operation name="buyTicket" parameterOrder="in0"
LSDISExt:operation-concept="LSDISOnt:TicketBooking">
<wsdl:input message="intf:OperationRequest" name="buyTicketRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="intf:OperationResponse" name="buyTicketResponse"/>
<LSDISExt:precondition name="ValidCreditCard"
LSDISExt:precondition-concept="LSDISOnt:ValidCreditCard"/>
<LSDISExt:effect name="TicketBooked"
LSDISExt:effect-concept="LSDISOnt:CardCharged-TicketBooked-ReadyForPickUp"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="cancelTicket" parameterOrder="in0"
LSDISExt:operation-concept="LSDISOnt:TicketCancellation">
<wsdl:input message="intf:OperationRequest" name="cancelTicketRequest"/>
<wsdl:output message="intf:OperationResponse" name="cancelTicketResponse"/>
<LSDISExt:precondition name="CreditCardValidity"
LSDISExt:precondition-concept="LSDISOnt:ValidCreditCard"/>
<LSDISExt:precondition name="TicketBookedBefore"
LSDISExt:precondition-concept="LSDISOnt:TicketExists"/>
<LSDISExt:effect name="TicketCancelled"
LSDISExt:effect-concept="LSDISOnt:CardCredited"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>

The ontology of operations (possibly together with the annotation of the
output) can serve as a simple characterization of the functionality of the service, where the explicit and formal semantics of the ontology concepts can be
exploited to do subsumption reasoning. This is a very similar approach to the
use of OWL-S profile hierarchies.
The annotation of inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects, both in METEORS and OWL-S, offers a characterization of these elements of the web service, and
they can also be used during the discovery process. For example, [LH03] uses
the annotation of the inputs and outputs of the service to match requests and
services based on their subsumption (or common satisfiability) relation.
Here we see that the characterization of both the service functionality and
their inputs and outputs can be useful for the location of relevant web services,
by exploiting the formal and explicit semantics of the ontologies used for the
annotation. This approach is relevant to WSMO discovery because it offers an
interesting trade-off between the complexity of the descriptions and the precision
of the search. If the appropriate actions and domain ontologies are in place,
they can be used in an intuitive way by the user to define his request and by
the provider to annotate his service. Furthermore, inference support can be
exploited to automatically select services that e.g. exactly match the requester
query, that are more general or more specific than the request, or that intersect
it [LH03].
The discussed approach can be applied to WSMO web services in different
ways:
• An ontology similar to the OWL-S profile hierarchy can be built, web
service capabilities annotated with the concepts of this ontology, and goals
can refer to these concepts to describe what kind of services the requester
is looking for. This annotation can be done e.g. using the dc:type nonfunctional property from the WSMO core non-functional properties
• Such hierarchy can be defined by the WSMO goals, and wgMediators can
position the service in the defined hierarchy.
We see an action/object model simple and intuitive to use for both requesters
and providers. In this model, an ontology of actions is defined (buy, book, rent,
etc), and the objects to which the actions are applied are taken from the available
domain ontologies. For example, the action concept can be the root concept
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of such an ontology of actions, with a property object with undefined range (or
ranging over any concept). Concepts such as buy, rent, etc. would be defined
as subconcepts of the action concept. The requester would define the kind of
services he wants and the provider would describe the functionality the service
fulfills by subclassing the concepts in the ontology of actions. For example, a
requester (or a provider) can subclass the buy concept by restricting the range
of the object property to the book concept, taken from an appropriate domain
ontology.
As controlled vocabularies are used, this approach can be more accurate
than keyword-based discovery and subsumption reasoning can be used to locate
more general services than the kind of service specified in the request.
An open point here is how to incorporate this model into WSMO goals and
capabilities. It can be done e.g. by subclassing of goals or by introducing new
information in the goal definition describing the action and objects selected.
This issue will be discussed and decisions will be taken in a future version
of this deliverable.
Regarding the use of inputs and outputs to discover matching services, we
do not consider this option. The reasons are that this approach is less intuitive
for requesters, that we believe that input information should not be provided
at discovery time but only used when candidate services have been located,
and that here more notions of match can be applied (see for example [LH03]),
making the specification of the goal more complex for the requester.
When considering non-functional aspects of the service in the discovery process, the use of appropriate ontologies to annotate e.g. the coverage of the service can be again exploited to perform inferencing and get e.g. services which
coverage is wider than the requested coverage.
The outlined approach provides an easy-to-use way of annotating services and
requests, while benefiting from formal and explicit semantics and the support
of existing inference engines. In particular, the use of hierarchies or ontologies
of actions to annotate the services is very intuitive for the requester and the
provider and can be exploited quite efficiently for reasoning.
However, as the web service functionality is not accurately defined, the results of the discovery process based on this approach are not guaranteed to
actually fulfill the requester goal. In the next section, we add a new level of
complexity which can overcome this limitation.

2.3

Discovery with Precise Descriptions
Using simple semantic annotations for a service as it it described in the previous section basically adds machine-processable semantic information to service
descriptions which allows a discovery mechanism to exploit this semantics during the discovery process and deliver results with higher precision.
Nonetheless, the kind of semantic information that can be expressed in that
approach is rather coarse-grained and limited wrt. the details that can be captured. Therefore, the precision that can be achieved by a discovery component
is limited as well, if the user could already state more detailed information in
the discovery request (and wants to do so). For some applications and users, in
particular, if you aim at a high-degree of automation in a dynamic service-based
software system, definitely an approach is needed which allows to model nuances
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of meaning of the functionality of Web Services and the goal that a client wants
to have resolved.
An elaborate description of the single main entities which are involved in
the discovery process, namely service capabilities and goals, can be achieved by
refining the pure conceptual level (where services and goals are basically concepts) as described in the Section 2.2. This requires at least a richer modelling
language which allows to talk about objects in a world and hence variables,
constant symbols and perhaps function symbols. That means, on this level be
allow the use of a full First-order language (or possibly some restricted subset
of such a language).
There are various ways of generalizing the previously discussed approaches:
(1) A minimalistic extension would be to move to the instance level and give
a more detailed perspective on the extensions of the involved concepts.
More precisely, we describe Services and Goals as concepts not by using
concept expressions in some Description Logic but by defining their extensions by means of a rich logical language which includes variables (which
goes beyond what common Description Logics can express). Semanticbased discovery then consists of establishing a certain well-defined semantic relationship (for instance a subset-relation of the concept extensions)
between the concepts described by the service and the goals. The actual
relationship to be used depends on the intention of the goal that a user
has in mind.
(2) However, in the most elaborated form this means to consider a service as
a relation on an abstract state-space and to capture the functionality provided by a service (as well as the goal to be resolved) in these terms. Here,
we would consider for services input, output, preconditions, assumptions,
postconditions and effects of a service, whereas in WSMO for goals we
only consider the state of the world that is reached after the execution of
a service and hence postconditions and effects.
In a sense, (1) is in its spirit closely related to the techniques outlined in
Section 2.2 (namely, understanding and modeling the world in terms of sets of
objects), whereas (2) is a conceptually different approach. Hence, we consider
(1) as an intermediate step on a gradual shift from methods in 2.2 to methods
which realize approach (2). It should not be hard to extend (1) such that it can
cover (2) as well.
In the following, we will discuss approach (1) in more detail. Approach (2)
will be discussed in the next version of the deliverable in detail as well.
Enriched DL-like Modelling. Description Logics are based on a set-theoretic
semantics, that means expression in Description Logics represent sets of objects.
Sets can be constructed from several other sets using specific operators. Formulae in Description Logics basically describe set-theoretic relations between such
sets like set-inclusion.
Thus, in such a modelling approach the world or some problem domain is
understood in terms of sets of objects and the main semantic properties that one
is interested in is certain relationship between such sets and elements of the universe. From a knowledge representation perspective, this is a very natural and
simple modelling approach for human beings8 . Nonetheless, Description Logic
8 Some experts even claim that this model coincides with the view on the world (and the
things therein) that five year old children tend to have.
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languages in general restrict the way one can characterize the set of instances
of a concept (or its extension, resp.). This restriction is mainly based on the
interest to have a guarantee of computational tractability: The relevant inferencing tasks in Description Logics, like subsumption or satisfiability checking,
are decidable.
In the modelling approach that is outlined in this paragraph we want to exploit
the same modelling style but give up the restriction of the concept language –
we basically allow a rich language for describing sets of elements.
A web service can be seen as computational object which can be invoked by
a client. The resulting execution of the web service generates (wrt. a set of
input values) certain information as an output and achieves certain effects on
the state of the world. Both, an output and as well as an effect can be considered
as objects which can be embedded in some domain ontology. Goals can be seen
as sets of elements which are relevant to the client as the outputs and the effects
of a service execution. Thus and in line with the WSMO model, goals refer to
the state of the world which is reached by executing some service.
According to this view, in the discussed approach services and goals are represented as sets of objects. The objects described in some service description
and the objects used in some goal description might be interrelated in some way
by an ontology or a set of ontology. Eventually, such an interrelation is needed
to establish a matching between goals and services.
Clearly, the semantics of such set has to be clarified when it comes to matching
service with goals, i.e. what does it mean that a certain objects are collected
in a set in such descriptions or what has the user in mind when writing down
such a set? As we will see shortly, the exact semantics is partly determined by
the matching notion that is applied. For clients the selection of some matching
notion itself represents a way to specify semantic details of their intention with
a request. Thus, there will not be a single matching notion in this approach,
but several different ones.
A service description captures the objects that can in principle be delivered
by the service. Obviously, one has to options here: Either one only considers
the objects which can be delivered by a single execution of the web service or
the objects which can be delivered by executing the web service any number of
times. For the moment, we want to abstract from concrete executions of web
services (and hence inputs) and thus only consider the latter case, that means
services describe abstractly what they can deliver (independent of any input
and number of executions by the user) at all.
For simplicity reasons, we will consider in the following only outputs of a
service and do not treat effects explicitly. The separation of effects and outputs
in WSMO is a conceptual one and effects can basically be dealt with in basically
the very same way.
Formally, we describe the above mentioned sets of outputs and effects by
means unary predicates in a First-order Language. All elements of the universe
which satisfy the predicate (according to its definition) are considered to be
elements of the set.
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The set of outputs of a service is defined by an unary predicate ws(x) which
is defined by a formula of the form
W : ∀x.(ψ(x) ↔ ws(x))

(1)

where ψ(x) is an arbitrary first-order formula with at most one free variable x. In general, we assume that ψ somehow refers to some set of ontologies O
(which can be thought of as being represented as a set of first-order sentences
or a logical theory, resp.).
On the other hand, a goal describes a set of objects a user is interested in
(either as output of a service or as an effect on the state of the world) when
consulting a service.
Clearly, this explanation does not fully fix the precise meaning of the set,
i.e. what it means that a set of objects is of interest for the client. Two rather
natural options arise: either the client wants to express that he wants to get all
the objects by executing a web service or he wants to have only some of them.
We will see soon, that the corresponding intention is fixed by the concrete notion
of matching that is selected by the user for discovering services9 .
Thus, a set of objects which are somehow relevant for the requestor is defined
by an unary predicate g(x) which is defined by a formula of the form
G : ∀x.(φ(x) ↔ g(x))

(2)

where φ(x) is an arbitrary first-order formula with at most one free variable x. Again, φ might refer to some set of ontologies O.
Now, we can formalize several types of matching notion which capture different forms of matching. The notions that we will discuss in the following are
not new but well-studied in the literature, for instance in [LH03] in the context
of service matchmaking based on Description Logics or [ZW97] in the context
of component matching based on signatures. Similar to [LH03], we distinguish
basically four types of notions10 :
• Exact-Match. Here the delivered items of the service W and the set of
relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G perfectly match,
i.e. they coincide.
Formally, that means that we have to prove the following:
W, G, O |= ∀x.(g(x) ↔ ws(x))

(3)

where W is the definition of the web service, G is the definition of the goal,
and O is a set of ontologies to which both descriptions refer.
In other words, the service is able to deliver all relevant objects. No
irrelevant objects will be delivered by the service.
In this case we write W ≡O G to indicate this particular kind of match.
9 In

a way, the situation here is similar to problem of assigning a truth-value to some
first-order formulae with free-variables. There, the question is in which way the variable is
supposed to vary on a semantic level. The interpretation can be fixed on a meta-level (when
giving a truth-definition) but certainly does not fit all possible scenarios. In principle, freevariables should be avoided in formulae. Instead, users should specify their intention with a
variable clearly by explicitly fixing the variable’s quantifier themselves.
10 Here, we don’t consider a so-called Disjoint-Match as in [LH03] since it describes actually
a non-match between a service and a goal.
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• Subsumption-Match. Here the delivered items of the service W is a subset
of relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G.
Formally, that means that we have to prove the following:
W, G, O |= ∀x.(ws(x) → g(x))

(4)

where W is the definition of the web service, G is the definition of the goal,
and O is a set of ontologies to which both descriptions refer.
In other words, the service is able to deliver only relevant objects, but not
necessary all of them.
In this case we write W vO G to indicate this particular kind of match.
• Plugin-Match. Here the delivered items of the service W is a superset of
relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G.
Formally, that means that we have to prove the following:
W, G, O |= ∀x.(g(x) → ws(x))

(5)

where W is the definition of the web service, G is the definition of the goal,
and O is a set of ontologies to which both descriptions refer.
In other words, the service is able to deliver all relevant objects, but might
deliver objects which are considered as irrelevant for the goal, too.
In this case we write W wO G to indicate this particular kind of match.
• Intersection-Match. Here the delivered items of the service W has a nonempty intersection with the set of relevant objects for the requestor as
specified in the goal G.
Formally, that means that we have to prove the following:
W, G, O |= ∃x.(g(x) ∧ ws(x))

(6)

where W is the definition of the web service, G is the definition of the goal,
and O is a set of ontologies to which both descriptions refer.
In other words, the service is able to deliver some relevant objects, but
might deliver objects which are considered as irrelevant for the goal, too. It
is only guaranteed that at least one such relevant objects will be delivered;
the service can additionally provide as much irrelevant information as
possible.
In this case we write W uO G to indicate this particular kind of match.
In the following, we want to briefly interpret and discuss these four defined
notions to get a full understanding of the overall approach on extended DL-style
modelling. In particular, we discuss the meaning of these notions in the context
of the two afore mentioned intentions that a requestor could have when writing
a goal in this set-based framework, namely whether the intention is that all
relevant elements (Intention ∀) or only some of them are needed (Intention ∃).
Obviously, this has a significant impact on whether a formal matching notion
adequately models our understanding of a match in the real-world and to what
extend the satisfaction of one of these formal notions means an actual match in
the real-world.
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Exact-match W ≡O G. An exact match between a service description W and
a goal description G describes a situation where the service is able to deliver
all relevant objects and no irrelevant objects will be delivered by the service.
Here, we have identified a service which can fulfill the needs of the requestor
regardless of his intention with the goal description: If all relevant objects have
to be delivered the service is suitable and if only some are needed the service
in fact provides more than requested. Unfortunately, this situation is rather
unlikely to happen given the fact that we basically aim at more detailed and
fine-grained descriptions of services and goals. Obviously, W ≡O G holds if and
only if W vO G and W wO G.
Subsumption-Match W vO G. Here the delivered items of the service W is
a subset of relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G. That
means it is not guaranteed that the service is able to delivers all relevant objects.
Thus, under Intention ∃ for the goal description the service matches perfectly,
whereas for Intention ∀, the service does actually not match; some elements
might not be deliverable by the service. Nonetheless, the service can still be
considered as potentially rather useful for the requestor since it delivers at least
some of the requested information in this case (but no irrelevant information
for the client at all). Hence, we consider an subsumption match under Intention
∀ as a partial match.
Clearly, a problem arises if the service description W is inconsistent, that
means describes the empty set. Then, the service trivially meets the criterion
(and thus potentially would be recognized as satisfying each goal) but actually
does not deliver something. Thus, it should not be considered as matching.
In order to fix the problem, we adapt the definition 4 and include a consistency check as follows:
W, G, O |= ∀x.(ws(x) → g(x)) ∧ ∃x.(ws(x))

(7)

Plugin-Match W wO G. Here the delivered items of the service W is a superset
of relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G. Again, under
Intention ∃ for the goal description the service matches perfectly. Additionally,
this notion formalizes a match under Intention ∀ as well, since all requested
objects can be delivered by the service; but the service might deliver additional
(irrelevant) information wrt. the given goal.
Once again, a problem arises if the goal description G is inconsistent, that
means describes the empty set. Then, all service trivially meet the criterion
(and thus potentially will be delivered as result of the discovery process) but
actually the goal does not request something. Thus, the goal should not be
considered as meaningful and no service should match.
In order to fix the problem, we adapt the definition 5 and include a consistency check as follows:
W, G, O |= ∀x.(g(x) → ws(x)) ∧ ∃x.(g(x))

(8)

Intersection-Match W uO G. Here the delivered items of the service W is a
superset of relevant objects for the requestor as specified in the goal G.
What we have discussed right now, in fact can be considered as eight different
formal criteria which can be used to formalize service discovery request according
to a client’s goal and his intention. More precisely, we have discussed the formal
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notions

W ≡∀O G

W v∀O G

W w∀O G

W u∀O G

W ≡∃O G

W v∃O G

W w∃O G

W u∃O G

where the superscript indicates the intention of the goal description and the
subscript shows the dependency on some (possibly empty) set of ontologies O.
As we have explained, some of these notions formalize our intuitive understanding of match adequately, whereas other notions only capture partial forms
of matching between service and goal descriptions. The following table summarizes the discussion briefly:
Formal notion
W ≡∀O G
W v∀O G
W w∀O G
W u∀O G
W ≡∃O G
W v∃O G
W w∃O G
W u∃O G

Match
yes
yes (G cons.)
yes
yes (W cons.)
yes (G cons.)
yes

Real-world
Partial Match
yes (W cons.)
yes
-

No Match
yes (W incons.)
yes (G incons.)
yes (W incons.)
yes (G incons.)
-

According to our discussion above, we can establish a partial order on this
notions which reflects the accuracy of the notion wrt. the degree of coincidence
with our real-world understanding of matching. We apply the following criteria
for this order: Actual matches are preferred (smaller) over partial matches.
Semantically stronger notions are preferred over weaker notions. Hence, the
partial order ¹ (where a ¹ b means a preferred over b) on our notions11 is a
follows:
W ≡∀O G , W ≡∃O G
¹

W w∀O G , W w∃O G

¹

W v∃O G

¹

W u∃O G

¹

W v∀O G

¹

W u∀O G

where the green criterions are considered as matches and the yellow criterions
are considered as partial matches only. If non of the criterions apply then we
consider the given goal and web service description as non-matching.
In fact, the green notions formalize situations that can basically be considered
as matches between service descriptions and goals, whereby the single notions
reflect additional nuances of meaning that a client can exploit to accurately
model his desire:
The Intersection-Match reflects the minimum formal criterion for situations
that can be considered as matching. Here, no special additional information for
the search request (beyond what is given in the goal G and its corresponding
11 Where we assume that the notion are adapted in such a way that they ensure that the
inconsistency cases do not happen as we have explained before.
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intention IG of the goal). It can or should be used when it is only required to
locate services which just fit.
The Subsumes-Match reflects additionally that only relevant elements will
be delivered. Thus, if the user want insists on services which do not deliver
irrelevant items which are not of interest for the client then he should decide to
use a Subsumes-match for discovery.
The Plugin-Match on the other hand reflects additionally that all relevant
elements can be delivered. But the matching service is not garantueed to not
deliver additional. irrelevant information. In a sense, a service which matches
a goal according to the Plugin-criterion can resolve the requestors desire in a
complete manner. Thus, if the user want insists on services getting all the
information as specified in the goal then he should decide to use a Plugin-match
for discovery.
Finally, the Exact-Match combines the Subsumes- and the Plugin-criterion
and thus garantuees that a service matching satisfying this criterion precisely
fulfills what has been described in the goal; the service does neither deliver more
nor less than requested. It has to be used by a client, when both completeness
and correctness of the delivered objects are considered to be essential.
In conclusion, when formulating a discovery request, a user is supposed to describe the set of relevant objects, it’s intention and the required (minimal) formal
matching criterion. Every less-preferred criterion (according to our preference
order ¹) is not considered as to adequately capturing the user’s desire. Every
more-preferred criterion captures additional information and hence restricts the
result set of the discovery process further.
The preference order ¹ could additionally be used in cases where the selected
criterion does not lead to matches in the discovery process to suggest some
services which might potentially be useful for the requestor: If some user selects
a notion nI with intention I (where I ∈ {∀, ∃}) for his discovery request and no
matching services are found, then a discovery component could indicate this and
instead provide all services which match the next ¹-successor mI , that means
the next less preferred notion with the same intention.
Summary. As we have seen, the single notions can be used to describe different degrees of matching between service capabilities and the requested goal.
Furthermore, they eventually represent the requestor’s precise intention of the
given goal modelling in his request. Hence, the matching notion to be applied
in a specific discovery request should be selected by the user when creating the
request.
Examples. Let us illustrate this approach with a few of examples from the
travelling domain: we model some client goals and service capabilities related
to flight tickets. We want to define the following informal sample goals and
assume the requester wants to find a web service offering the following real
world service:
G1 : All flight tickets from any place in Ireland to any place in Austria.
G2 : Flight tickets from any place in Ireland to any place in Ireland which is
different form the starting location.
G3 : All flight tickets from Galway to Dublin.
G4 : Some flight tickets from Galway to any place in Ireland (one is enough,
and the client does not necessarily care which one).
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For the formalization of the example in our enriched set-based approach,
we assume that an appropriate set of ontologies O for geographical data and
purchasing are in place. In particular, we have a predicate in(x, y) which states
that object x is geographically located in object y and f lightticket(t, s, e) which
states that t is a flightticket from location s to location e.
Hence, we can use the following definitions for the set of relevant objects:
G1
G2
G3
G4

:
:
:
:

∀t.(g(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, ire) ∧ in(e, austria) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
.
∀t.(g(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, ire) ∧ in(e, ire) ∧ ¬(s = e) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
∀t.(g(t) ↔ f lightticket(t, galway, dublin))
∀t.(g(t) ↔ ∃e.(f lightticket(t, galway, e) ∧ in(e, ire)))

The corrsponding intentions of these set are as follows:
I G1 : ∀

I G2 : ∃

IG3 : ∀

I G4 : ∃

Now let us further assume web services W1 , . . . , W4 available exposing the
following informal capabilities:
W1 offers flights for any place in Europe to any place in Europe.
W2 offers flights from all places in Ireland to all other places in Ireland.
W3 offers flights from all places in Ireland to Innsbruck.
W4 offers flights from Galway to Dublin.
These capabilities are formalized as follows:
W1
W2
W3
W4

:
:
:
:

∀t.(ws(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, europe) ∧ in(e, europe) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
.
∀t.(ws(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, ire) ∧ in(e, ire) ∧ ¬(s = e) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
∀t.(ws(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, ire) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, innsbruck)))
∀t.(ws(t) ↔ f lightticket(t, galway, dublin))

Now, given an appropriate set of ontologies O we want to check what goals
match under which notions which services. We will first discuss one example in
detail and summarize all remaining cases and their results in the next table.
Let us consider goal G2 and service W1 :
G2 asks for flight tickets from any place in Ireland to any place in Ireland
which is different form the starting location (and thus has an existential
intention IG2 = ∃).
W1 offers flights for any place in Europe to any place in Europe.
They are formalized by
.
G2 : ∀t.(g(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, ire) ∧ in(e, ire) ∧ ¬(s = e) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
W1 : ∀t.(ws(t) ↔ ∃s, e.(in(s, europe) ∧ in(e, europe) ∧ f lightticket(t, s, e)))
(9)
If we now check for the Plugin-match with the same intention as G2 , that means
W1 w∃O G2 , then we have to prove:
W1 , G2 , O |= ∀x.(g(x) → ws(x)) ∧ ∃x.(g(x))

(10)
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We check the first part of the conjunction in (10) as follows: Let o be an
arbitrary object for which g(o) holds, that means because of (9) it holds
.
in(s0 , ire) ∧ in(e0 , ire) ∧ ¬(s0 = e0 ) ∧ f lightticket(o, s0 , e0 ))
0

(11)

0

for some objects s and e .
We now check whether ws(o) holds as well, that means:
∃s, e.(in(s, europe) ∧ in(e, europe) ∧ f lightticket(o, s, e))

(12)

.
But this is obvious because of (11) for s = s0 and e = e0 . Since o has been
arbitrary, we have proven the first part of the conjunction.
Now, we check the second part of the conjunction, which states essentially
.
in(s0 , ire) ∧ in(e0 , ire) ∧ ¬(s0 = e0 ) ∧ f lightticket(o0 , s0 , e0 ))

(13)

for some objects s0 , e0 and o0 . This holds if we assume that the set O of used
ontologies formalizes for instance the following statements:
• Ireland contains at least two distinct cities with airports
• Between each pair of cities with airports there is actually connection and
thus a corresponding flight ticket.
These statements clearly hold (according to our understanding of the world)
and thus we are done. That means we have proven W1 w∃O G2 .
But our example and discussion clearly shows that our formal notions of
matching are inherently relative to some knowledge base (some set O of ontologies). If the knowledge base does not contain the required information (i.e. is
not adequate), then a formal matching can not be proven although intuitively
(given our common understanding and knowledge about the real world) one
would expect a match. As we have seen in our example as well, this problem
occurs if we have to formally show the existence of some object with specific
properties. This happens, for instance, in the consistency checking parts of the
Plugin- and Subsumes-Matching notion or in the Intersection-Match criterion.
The following table summarizes the matching that one would intuitively expect. Obviously, they should be somehow captured in a suitable way in our
framework:

Intuitive matching of W with G
G1

W1

W2

W3

W4

match

no match

partial match

no match

G2
G3
G4

match
match
match

match
match
match

no match
no match
no match

match
match
match

Now, the following results are achieved with our formal matching notions
defined above. Clearly, we only have to consider notions which capture the goal
intention IG of the user. In each case we give the ¹-maximal matching notion
which is satisfied (if it exists).
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Formal matching
of W with G
G1

W1
W

w∀O

G

W2

W3

no criterion

w∀O

W

W4
G

no criterion

G2

W w∃O G

W ≡∃O G

no criterion

W v∃O G

G3

W w∀O G

W w∀O G

no criterion

W w∀O G

G4

W w∃O G

W w∃O G

no criterion

W v∃O G

The example shows that our formal matching notions and their classification
in matching and partially matching faithfully models our intuitive understanding
of matching in the approach discussed here.
Intentions for Web Service Descriptions as well? The above described approach is
in asymmetric in the sense that we essentially model goals as well as services in
the same way (as simple sets of objects), but for only one of these items, we allow
the author to give information about his intention, whereas for the other item,
the intention is fixed: the sets of objects that describe a web service capability
W is always interpreted universally (that means with Intention IW = ∀) as
defining that all contained objects can be delivered by the service. Naturally,
the question arises why this is so and why we do not extend this model such
that it allows both, existential as well as universal intentions for web service
capability descriptions as well.
We will argue that this is not needed since it is not really useful for practical
cases. For this reason, we have not considered it in our discussion.
Despite, imagine a person advertising a web service by specifying a set of
relevant objects W and declaring at the same time that the service can only
deliver some of these objects.
What could we read off from such a description of a service when trying to
determine a match between the service and a requesters goal? The answer obviously is: not too much, since we do not know precisely what subset indeed can be
delivered ! Hence, every goal with universal intention can never be matched and
even in the case of an existential intention for the goal we can match anything
since we do not know anything concrete about the supported subset.
One would have to express more details of the precisely supported subset to
make something useful out of this approach. But this obviously corresponds to a
web service description with universal intention where we exactly narrow the set
of relevant objects to the set of actually delivered objects. Hence, considering
existential intention for web service descriptions is completely useless.
Advantages and Disadvantages of the extended DL-style Model. We briefly summarize the main advantages and drawbacks of the explained approach:
+ This modelling approach is based on a very simple and intuitive perspective of the world where everything is considered in terms of sets (or
concepts)
+ The approach allows in general description which are not possible in Description Logics and thus provides increased expressiveness. Common Description Logics like SHIQ(D) for instance can only express so-called
tree-like first-order sentences [GHVD03] (a syntactically restricted form
of the first-order language) whereas in the discussed approach arbitrary
first-order formulae are allowed.
+ Because of the same conceptual modelling style, this approach potentially
allows a seemless integration with descriptions based on standard Description Logics.
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- This approach does not capture the actual relation between service input
and the corresponding outputs. Thus, the semantics of a web service
is only described in a conceptual manner and hence still rather coarsegrained (in fact to coarse-grained for enabling the automatation of the
discovery and later execution of a service).
- The increased expressive power comes of course at the cost: Reasoning
with these description is not necessarily guaranteed to be decidable anylonger. Nonetheless, this does not have to be a problem in applications.
Furthermore, the proposed approach very flexible and allows to use syntactic restrictions12 on the allowed definitions for web services and goals
such that the main reasoning tasks are decidable too (e.g. formulae in the
Guarded-Fragment).

2.4

Comparison
There are various approaches of how to capture the functionality of a services
which have different properties wrt. efficiency of processing of these descriptions,
their degree of formal foundation and the precision that can be achieved with
such an approach. The simplest approach certainly is some form of annotation
with keywords which potentially can lead to arbitrarily unprecise results but is
very easy to handle, whereas using logical formulae which precisely capture the
service functionality certainly is the most accurate way of describing a service
but the most difficult and costly approach to deal with as well.
All the mentioned approaches have their benefits and disadvantages. They
specifically support different applications and usage scenarios for dynamic Discovery of Services and are adequate for these scenarios, whereas for others they
can not be considered to be actually useful.
Intermediate as well as combined techniques which are based on the afore
mentioned approaches are imaginable and actually beneficial for a Service Discovery System which is supposed to serve a broad range of applications and
users.
For this reason, the WSMO reference model for service discovery represents
such an integrated approach. It will be discussed in more detail in section ??.

12 Different restrictions from the ones imposed by Description Logics and perhaps still more
expressive.
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Conclusions
In this version of the deliverable we basically have outlined various approaches on Discovery of Web Services with different requirements on the description of Web Services and the Discovery Request itself.
Clearly, this discussion and the comparison will be further elaborated in the
next version of the document.
Our future work in this deliverable will focus on the overall design of the abstract framework for discovery in WSMO and the discussion of this framework,
in particular, semantics-based approaches to Service Discovery.
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